
Act 1: We all Know BitCoin
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Bitcoin holders, you all know Bitcoin; It's
our secure, inflation-proof, decentralized
currency. You make a transaction and it
gets published to the global Bitcoin
network.

Bitcoin nodes all around the world
forward that information to each other,
until seconds later the whole world knows
about your transaction.

Every node, even yours, validates the
transaction and ensures it follows the
rules of Bitcoin.
That transaction then goes onto one
blockchain. Bitcoin has a built-in limit of
1MB of data per block,
or 7 transactions per second.

Act 2: The Problem
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The concept of decentralized banking has
gotten very popular.  Unfortunately,
supply and demand will cause fees to
increase over time, which means
small-value transactions just won't be
practical.

The easy thing to do is just have
everyone change their software to accept
bigger blocks, all at once.
Fees would go down, but it will become
more expensive to run a node.

Small mining pools will go out of
business, and users will have to rely on
the majority of miners to validate
transactions.



That majority will be a tiny core of big
mining pools... but doesn't that look like
banking today?

This is not the bitcoin we know and love.

Act 3: The Solution - don’t do a thing!
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We have an alternative to increasing the
block size: off-chain transactions.

The blockchain size stays the same, and
you'll still use the blockchain for high
value transactions, like your paycheck,
your savings and large purchases. But for
small transactions you'll use payment
processors instead.

We can use the very same cryptography
that makes Bitcoin secure, to audit
off-chain payment systems, as well as
automatically shut them down if they ever
commit fraud. Imagine a plexiglass bank
where you can easily observe the inner
workings.

Unlike the completely public blockchain
where you can't pick who mines your
transactions or who you trust to do
validation, off-chain transactions can be
both instant and truly private.

What can you do to keep Bitcoin
decentralized? If you are a miner, only
mine at pools that support the blocksize
limit, and ask your pool to publicly say so.

If you are a user, ignore anyone trying to
change the Bitcoin software you use to
increase the 1MB blocksize, and tell
people you transact with that you support



keeping Bitcoin decentralized and out of
the hands of the existing corporate
system.

Remember, Bitcoin is democratic, and we
all have a say.


